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Now everything is happening due to change in climate. There
is disruption everywhere. Earlier, there was a defined
season of snowfall from 15 December to 15 January. Our
mountains were covered under snowcaps but now there is no
snow. We are experiencing no rainfall at right time. What
is more strange is the fact that now snowfall is happening
in February and March......People of our places say that
there are some impacts of climate change but (I think)
there are other reasons too. Earlier people used to go to
Bugyals (alpine meadows) only once in a year and offered
prayer to gods and goddesses. However, now more and more
people are frequently visiting these places for drinking,
eating flesh and having fun. If we disrupt someone‟s‟
tranquility and peace then it will certainly come to us in
different
forms.”
(A
community
members,
Bhatwari,
Uttarkashi).

Forward
The Himalayas is one of the world's most sensitive hotspots to global
climate change. The impacts of climate change are being felt by local
communities in number forms like changes in hydrology, phenology,
agricultural productivity, faunal and floral population, animal
behavior and so on. These are adversely impacting the life and
livelihood strategy of the people. This has made people to introduce
many changes in their traditional life support pursuits. Situation is
predicted to intensify in coming years, with dire and far-reaching
impacts on food and water security, as well as biodiversity and species
loss not just in the Himalayas, but throughout Asia.
Present study attempts to document the impacts of climate change in the
valleys in the higher reaches of the Himalaya which are highly
sensitive to changes in climatic parameters and therefore the effects
of climate change, if any, are expected to be most pronounced in these
regions. It is designed to take stock of changing climate from the
perspective of the communities being affected.
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Executive summary
Successive IPCC reports, major projection models and experts have
substantially demonstrated that climate is changing globally at rapid
speed and regionally at varied speeds. Hindu Kush-Himalayan region has
been projected to be under the major spotlight of climate change due to
its fragility and associated vulnerabilities. Evidences suggest that
glaciers are retracting with increasing rates, actual forest cover has
remained far less than official records, and seasonal precipitation
pattern is showing a clear shift. Unsustainable development projects
have also contributed into the worsening of climate scenario,
especially in Uttarakhand. State has witnessed the impact of this
scenario as per the major projection models in the forms of unusual
physical events, which culminated into June 2013 catastrophe. Local
communities have started witnessing the changes in context of pattern
of precipitation, agricultural productivity, and natural resources.
However, in most of the cases, they could not link their observations
with climate change.
It was reported by majority of community members contacted during data
collection in three districts that visible snow cover is shrinking with
increasing speed. Glaciers are retreating; perennial snow-clad peaks
have turned snow less during most of the year. Similarly, quality and
duration of snowfall is reportedly decreasing everywhere along with a
clear shift in its timing. Majority of participants pointed towards
sharp decrease in overall precipitation, especially during winters.
This has led a huge impact on agriculture and horticulture. Monsoonal
rainfall has become more erratic and intense for last ten to fifteen
years. For last five year, it has been observed that intensive rainfall
has instigated various disastrous events, most commonly landslides and
flood.
Such
events
and
associated
risks
have
enhanced
the
vulnerabilities of local communities along with negative impact on
their sources of livelihood. Recent disasters events and damages to
road transportation have severely affected tourism and agricultural
productivity.
Local communities have also witnessed changes in status of forest,
flora and fauna. However, they could not link it with climate change.
Forest cover is decreasing rapidly and overwhelming majority holds
population growth as the major factor behind it. New more potent exotic
weeds are reportedly invaded the vast agricultural landscape. It was
reported from some places that tree line is shifting upward. Forest is
also losing its richness and quality as many valuable plants species
are disappearing. Similarly, local communities have witnessed a clear
reduction in the population of important birds. Monal, crow, garuda and
vultures were mentioned as key losers in this respect. No significant
observation was made regarding wild animals. Kasturimrigs and
barahsingasare reportedly reduced in number. Local communities, at few
places, observed reduction in population of honeybees.
Recent events and associated sufferings have indicated that climate
change and variability has started showing visible impacts. Local
communities have become more vulnerable against climate change as
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availability of safe drinking water has been reduced at many places
during peak months as well as at the time of extreme events. Incidences
of diarrhea were reported from many places during and after June 2013
events. Infestation of mosquitoes and other insects have also been
reported at different villages. Emerging picture suggest towards
extension of water and vector based diseases in new areas. Furthermore,
speedy outmigration has changed the demography with overwhelming female
and old age population in hilly districts. Geriatrics and women health
would be at the core of health concerns of the state, in coming years.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Climate change is at the top of key global concerns with a potential to
destabilize the human development achieved during many decades.
Although, there has been a consensus among experts regarding the nature
and various forms of its impact at global level, i.e., extreme events,
floods, droughts, snow melt and submergence of coastal areas; the
possible consequences of the change at regional level is yet to be
fully understood. However, there is no disagreement on the fact that
forces generated by it are disastrous to ecosystems and communities as
a whole and iniquitous in context of marginalized sections. Intensity
and extent of these impacts on communities and ecosystems depend upon
their resilience. Furthermore, many reports have suggested that
resilience of ecosystems and communities has been eroded by dire
impacts of climate change and variability.
Another important aspect of this concern is related to diverse nature
of the impact across different regions of the world. It has been
projected by many reports and models that extent and severity of the
impact on specific area would be largely based on local physical
susceptibilities and related vulnerabilities. India is among the highly
vulnerable regions due to multiple reasons including; huge population,
history and geography of extensive climate related disasters and most
importantly, high dependency of economy and livelihoods of majority of
population on climate-sensitive sectors. Two monsoons, i.e., the summer
southwest
and
winter
northeast,
bring
most
of
the
region‟s
precipitation and are critical for providing drinking water and
livelihood to millions of people through rain-fed and irrigated
agriculture as well as allied sectors (Lal et al. 2001). Variability
in the pattern of timing and magnitude of the rainfall has already been
projected and are expected to intensify the frequency and intensity of
floods, landslides and other disastrous events. Extreme events of June
2013 in Himalayan region were not a surprise if we consider these
projects. Furthermore, a slight delay in southwest monsoon or decrease
in rainfall can severely affect the moisture regime in many areas in
the country.
Many important reports suggest that Himalayan region of the country;
including Uttarakhand is even more susceptible to climate change and
variability due to its unique altitudinal, latitudinal, continental and
geomorphological positions (Barry 1997). Lithology and hydrological
conditions play additional role in augmenting the susceptibility
against unusual climate events, which enhance the vulnerabilities of
local communities and biodiversity of the reason. Furthermore,
significance of Himalayan biodiversity is not limited to regional
boundaries as Hindu kush-Himalayan region is widely acclaimed as the
richest abode of thousands of species. According to an estimate, as
much as ten percents (25000) of plant species of the world flora is
found in this region (Pei, 1996). This region is important for glaciers
and Himalayan ice mass is the third largest in world. However, it has
been recorded that geographic extent and volume of glaciers along with
9|Page

seasonal snow cover is reducing. It is estimated that this reduction
will be continued with even greater pace (White et al. 2001).
Recent disastrous events in Uttarakhand and other states point out that
climate change and variability is no longer restricted to the agenda of
global environmental agencies or to the academic rhetoric. These
assessments and reports are based on scientific observations and
careful calculations of minute details. However, the missing part in
the entire picture has been the lack of documentation of communities‟
observations, experiences and perceptions on climate change. Mountain
communities with local traditions, institutions, and respective
ecosystems are directly exposed to the impacts of climate change and
therefore it becomes important to understand their version of reality.
This research aims to capture the reflections of the same in
communities‟ observations, worldviews and actions.
Scope and Objectives: This research has explored the experiences of
community members in selected villages of most remote areas (4 blocks)
in three districts, i.e. Bhatwari (Uttarkashi), Dharchula and Munsyari
(Pithoragarh) and Kapkot (Bageshwar). These areas contain some of the
best examples of harmony between natural ecosystem and local community
life. However, this harmony is being broken in which, direct and
indirect impacts of climate change are playing central role. This
research tries to document communities‟ observations regarding these
impacts with an aim to understand the holistic picture of change.
Following specific objectives guided this research in three districts:


To understand the impact climate change on natural resources

 To understand the impact of climate change on flora and fauna.
 To understand the impact of climate change and variability on
lives of local communities
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Chapter 2: Methodology and research tools
This report is based on both secondary and primary sources of
information as an extensive desk review was carried out prior to
designing of research process and instruments. However, secondary
information is primarily used for providing relevant context for
understanding the key findings of field research. Qualitative research
methodology was applied in collection of primary data. Focus group
discussions (FGDs), In-depth interviews (IDIs) and Key informant
interviews (KIIs) were the major research tools. Specific PRA tools
were applied to capture communities‟ assessment of the past and for
delving into the local understandings of seasonal fluctuation in key
variables. Semi participant observation and community mapping were used
to understand the specific nature of communities‟ spatial information.
Data collection process was conducted under a participatory framework
in which emphasis was given on developing effective rapport with
community members. However, shortage of appropriate time formed one of
the key constrains in the process and therefore rapport with local
community could not be formed at desired level. Furthermore, purposive
sampling was applied for choosing villages, and for the selection of
participants, as this is method suits best to qualitative research
process.
Selection of district and blocks: Purposive sampling was used in
selection of the geographical area and villages. This method is often
used in qualitative research for maximizing relevant representation
based on prior knowledge. All the three districts, i.e., Pithoragarh,
Uttarkashi and Bageshwar, are the home to some of the world‟s renowned
glaciers, meadows, dense forests and harmonious community life with
mountain ecosystem and traditional coping mechanism against extreme
conditions. Similarly, villages in ecologically sensitive valleys were
selected in tune with characteristics of these districts. Development
blocks, which were covered, i.e., Munsyari, Dharchula (Pithoragarh),
Bhatwari (Uttarkashi), and Kapkot (Bageshwar), etc., are famous for
their virgin valleys, forest and glacial ecosystem. Twenty-four
villages of Bhagirathi, Asiganga, and Pilangad valleys in Uttarkashi,
Darma and Johar Valleys in Pithoragarh, and Pinder Valley in Bageshwar
were covered under this study. A total of 12 FGDs, 24 IDIs and 30 KIIs
were conducted with men and women of different age and social groups.
However, focus of the research was on communities' observation
regarding change in outer environment and on getting into collective
experiences rather than on cross sectional comparative analysis of the
impact of climate change.
Data collection: A comprehensive analysis plan was developed prior to
data collection. One-day training was conducted at DMMC, Dehradun, on 8
October-2014, for orientation of research associates and field
researchers. Research team, comprising the principal investigator,
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senior researcher and research associates, visited selected villages in
three districts from 10 October to 10 December 2014. As process was
based on PRA paradigm, two local members, having good understanding of
local knowledge and culture, were included in the team for effective
interaction with community. These members interacted with villagers
prior to major research activities and sought written consent from them
for participation in the process. Field researchers recruited community
members of different age, sex and social groups for FGDs and IDIs.
Extensive community mapping exercise was conducted in each village for
getting
spatial
information
regarding
social
institutions
&
stratification, economy, resources, risks, vulnerability and change.
Proceedings of FGDs, IDIs and KIIs were audio recorded after obtaining
prior consent from participants. Important observations regarding
vulnerabilities and hazards, which were depicted in maps, were made and
important sites were photographed.
Content analysis: Analysis team of Development Insights for Sustainable
Action (DISA) came in the picture, as soon as recordings were
transferred to them. Recordings were transcribed and transcripts were
entered into computer software. A dedicated analysis team coded the
transcripts on the basis of a comprehensive coding plan. Contents of
coded computer outputs were analyzed, interpreted and grouped into
different categories and then findings were extracted along with
representative quotes and statements. This report is based on the key
findings and its interpretation in the light of secondary information.
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Chapter 3: Key findings
3.1 Perceived change in temperature
“Yes, earlier we did not keep or wear summer clothes, but now people
started doing the same. They wear summer cloths at morning and woolen
during evening.” (A participant of IDI, Kharakiya, Bageshwar) Most of
the participants, across all the three districts, shared similar
experiences and observations. However, what is more important is the
fact that such responses are now frequently coming from an area where
equilibrium between socioeconomic life, local climate and geohazards
rests upon a very thin volatile line. Successive IPCC reports (4th and
5th)
along
with
other
equally
important
researches,
clearly
demonstrated this fact, with the support of undeniable evidences and
scientific observations.
An overwhelming majority of the participants (of FGDs, IDIs, KIIs, PRA
exercises), across all the covered villages, were agree that summers in
hills
were
resemble
the
plains.
Repercussions of rising temperature in
such a fragile area can have manifold
impacts. IPCC projections for Himalayan
region have already outlined various
important
concerns
regarding
these
impacts,
however,
recent
climatic
events and communities‟ testimonies on
many of these issues point toward an
alarming situation.
Community members shared wide
range of such experiences of impacts,
which
included;
lesser
snowfall, Photo 1-a panoramic view of alpine meadow, Barshu,
retreating glaciers, shift in crop Uttarkashi
patterns, infestation of pests, lesser
agricultural productivity, upward shift of tree line, etc. Many
participants linked rising temperature with increasing population and
encroachment in natural and fragile areas. One of the community members
of Bhatwari village, Uttarkashi described this change in following
words, “Population has been increased, plants and other flora are
decreasing, rainfall in not happening on time and now you can say that
there is a state of pollution everywhere. People have started living
even at Gomukh and this is warming our climate. Earlier only few people
used to go to Dayara (a local alpine meadow) and that was just for very
little time, but now you can find people in there for 12 months. So,
all these factors are affecting our environment.”
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3.2. Change in status of snow cover and pattern of snowfall
Snow plays a central role in the lives
of
Himalayan
communities,
their
worldviews
and
knowledge
system.
Interestingly,
local
communities‟
traditionally
have
their
own
indicators and tools of assessing
climate
conditions
and
making
predictions for harvesting purposes.
Findings of this study have reinforced
the
same
as
majority
of
the
participants across three districts
used timing, amount and quality of
snowfall, as specific indicators of
climate
related
information
and
analysis.
Information
collected
through PRA exercises, FGDs, IDIs, KIIs gives a clear indication that
there has been a huge decrease in overall snowfall. Villages, which
reportedly received around three to five feet snow during peak season,
are now receiving just one feet or less than that. Similarly, duration
of snow cover was also mentioned as the indicator of changing climate
(temperature). It was reported that most of the villages remained under
snow cover for longer duration, in past, than what they experience
today. Another interesting fact regarding snow was related with
communities‟ observation of decreasing snow in glaciers and on peaks
and which were earlier remained completely under snow-cover throughout
the year.

Photo 2- A view of snowless peaks, Mukhwa, Uttarkashi

Many participants, especially in Munsiyari, Pithoragarh, shared that
Milam glacier was shrinking with rapid pace. One villager at Papdi,
Pithoragrh reasoned the entire issue in
following words, “Yes, glaciers are
decreasing in their size because there
is less snowfall during winters. As an
impact,
glaciers
are
melting
more
rapidly than the amount of snow they
receive during winters. Earlier, this
place (Papdi, Munsiyari) received at
least three ft (snow) but now there is
now snowfall at all. This is happening
for last 10 to 12 years……that time
there were frequent snowfalls now we
experience only rains rather than snow.
Only when temperature is cold enough
there can be snowfall, otherwise not”.
Photo 3- A view of gomukh glacier, Uttarkashi, district

Similar observations were made regarding Gomukh, (Uttarkashi), Pinder
and Kafni (Bageshwar) glaciers. These observations clearly indicate
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towards alarming
glaciers.

situation

of

decreasing

snowfall

and

retreating

One participant of focus group discussion conducted in Khati
village, Bageshwar described the status of snow cover at nearby
glaciers in following words,“There has been less snowfall….you could
not find a single view of nude rocks here at this place, just 10 years
back, however, today as you can see there are a lot of black rocks.
Earlier, this place remained under snow cover throughout the year. Now
you cannot see snow. Al three glaciers (Pindari, Kafni, Sunderdunga)
have retreated far behind their actual positions.” (A participant of
FGD, Khati, Bageshwar)
It was reported that most of the peaks had lesser snow cover,
especially after April and continued in the same condition, until
December. Participants reported that a sizable portion of these peaks
remained snow less during most of the months. Community members shared
their observation regarding famous peaks, including Panchachuli range.
One member of Dhapa village, Pithoragarh said;
“Earlier entire mountain (Panchachuli) remained covered under snow,
throughout the year, right from the top to bottom. But now this is
November last and you can see snow only at the tops.” It was found
during interactions with members of local communities that they had
clear understanding of climate change based on their careful
observations regarding seasonal differences in snowfall. Participants
of the same FGD at Khati village nodded with agreement when one member
said‟ “yes it (climate) has changed a lot. Now we witness snowfall
(from January) until February or March. Earlier, peak time was
December.” Similarly one villager in Gajoli, Uttarkashi, shared; “now
timing of snowfall has shifted towards January-February instead of
December-January.
3.3. Shift in rainfall pattern
Winter precipitation: Findings suggest towards a clear reduction in
non-monsoonal rainfall, which is crucial for recharging groundwater and
maintaining appropriate level of moisture regime in soil. One villager
of Quiri, Pithoragarh shared; “earlier it (rains) was normal, but now
there is no rainfall on time, no snowfall during December. Now, snow
fall is happening during January and February.” This reduction,
according to them, has been reflected in low snowfall level at higher
altitude along with negative impacts on agriculture and horticultural
production. One apple producer in Mukhwa, Uttarkashi reasoned; “for
many years we are experiencing less snowfall during December and this
is hampering our apple in various ways. Snow kills pests, which infest
the plants. Similarly, less snow causes low level of soil moisture.”
This reduction was also linked with unpredictable and erratic nature of
winter
precipitation,
which
was
harming
harvesting.
One
of
The participant of FGD, Kharakiya, Bageshwar, shared; “Here rain is not
happening on time. Sometimes it is delayed and many times, it comes
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earlier. Moreover, when it comes it
rains with very high intensity. For
example, this is high time (November,
we are waiting for it but there is no
rain. You can see everywhere there is
a situation similar to drought.” It
was
reported
by
most
of
the
participants that it now rained at
the time when winter crop is ready to
be harvested. Same participant of FGD
in Kharkiya, further said; “And when
it would rain it would rain at wrong
time and would damage our crops. We
Photo 4- A panoramic view of Himalaya showing the state are experiencing the same for last
4-5 year.”
of deforestation, Bageswar, district
Monsoonal precipitation: Majority of the participants, across all the
three districts, were highly concerned about erratic nature of
monsoonal rainfall, especially for last 10 years as shared by the one
(above mentioned) villager of Quiri; ”for last 8-10 years, we are
experiencing more and more rainfall of very high intensity.” Responses
suggest that erratic nature of high intensity rainfall is at the core
of community concerns, as high surface run-off leads to floods,
landslides and soil erosion. One farmer of Bhatwari, Uttarkashi
explained the intensity of monsoonal rainfall in following words,
“earlier, we receive very heavy rainfall quite early in July and it
continues for many days. This rainfall is so intense that it causes
huge run-off event to the level of cloud burst. This is happening for
some year.” One participant of FGD in Agora, Uttarkashi said; “we get
fearful when rains start as there is no guarantee of what would happen.
We live under great risk especially during that time.” One villager in
Kharakiya, Bageshwar shared similar worries; “yes, there is no
predictability regarding rain. Sometimes it is very scarce nut other
times when it rains it rains with such a high intensity that even hour
houses get damaged.” Erratic rainfall does not always reflect in more
rainfall. Many villagers have shared the occurrence of less rainfall
during peak agricultural season. Few of them linked the erratic nature
of rains with climate change and deforestation. One farmer from
Bhatwari said, “Earlier there was very dense forest and therefore we
received rainfall in time. However, not forests are hugely reduced in
size.”
Another key observation at community level was regarding shifting
pattern of monsoonal rainfall. It was reported that major amount of
rainfall was now received earlier than what it was in past. June and
July, according to participants, are receiving more rainfall than July
and August. One farmer of Bhatwari, Uttarkashi explained this shift in
following words, “earlier, we experienced heavy rainfall during August
last, but now we receive very heavy rainfall quite early in July.” Such
observations suggest that pattern of peak monsoonal season has shifted
towards June-July from earlier trend of July-August. One participant of
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FGD in Khati, Bageshwar, shared, “yes, for many years it started
raining with flowering which is damaging.” Similarly one villager in
Agora shared, “now there is a trend of early rain in monsoon. Earlier
we get maximum rainfall during July and August but now we are
witnessing high rainfall during June and July.” Similar observations
were shared from other villages of three districts.

3.4. Impact on Agriculture
Uttarakhand is primarily an agricultural state as around 75-85 percents
(Malhotra: 2005) population depends on it for their livelihood as well
as around 22.4 percent of GDP (Agriculture Statistics at a Glance,
2007) comes from this sector. If we put the above figure in context of
nine hilly districts then we would be able to realize the stark reality
that agriculture is still at the core of social economic and cultural
spheres of local communities.
However,
increasing
temperature,
erratic
precipitation,
extreme
climatic
events
and
shift
in
seasonal
rainfall
pattern
is
increasingly
destabilizing
this
core, forcing community members to
explore new sources of livelihood,
far from their homes. This situation
was reflected in the responses of
many participants. Following remark
by a participant of FGD in Kharakiya
village of Pinder Valley, Bageshwar,
is
sufficed
to
describe
the
situation; “Yes, people have left Photo 5 -Abandoned terrace farms, Senar, Pithoragarh,
their farms barren...Their interests
in harvesting is lost as there is no production.” Increasing trends of
outmigration could be seen in this context, which is further
deteriorating the situation with low availability of human resources,
mainly men, in agriculture.

Impact on agriculture production:
Majority of the community members contacted during field visits was of
the opinion that productivity of agriculture is going down, especially
during last one decade. Community members, in many villages of
Uttarkashi, e.g., Agora, Bhankoli, Barsu, Kujjan, etc. expressed
concerns on decreasing production of kidney bean and potato. One
participant of the FGD conducted at Barsu, Uttarkashi shared; “we do
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not sell Rajma (Kidney bean) as our
production has gone way down to what,
it was earlier.
For last two to three years, our
production has gone down. Now we have
to purchase it for our own use.”
Responses
of
many
villagers
in
Pithoragarh and Bageshwar pointed
towards
similar
situation.
One
participant
of
FGD
at
Khati,
Bageshwar informed; “for last 8-10
years, we do not know what has
happened, the production of potato
has
gone
way
down.
Similarly,
Photo 6- Women involved in cultivation, Uttarkashi,
district
production of chaulai (amaranth) has
been restricted to the level of half
a quintal. Earlier, potatoes were of huge sizes but now it has been
sharply reduced to the size of Awla.”
Another participant of the same group corrected this figure in a way
that was more precise; “there is no production of potato at all.
Moreover, in case of chaulai (amaranth), if you sow 6 quintals then you
can reap just half quintal. Earlier we produced potatoes of huge sizes
but now there is absolute drop in it.” Why the production of key cash
crops going down? What are the reasons behind it? These were among the
important concerns at community level, as reflected in their responses.
However, many participants pointed towards low and erratic winter
precipitation and shift if timing of monsoon as among the important
reasons.
Low and erratic winter precipitation:
Responses of community members contacted during field visits across
three districts suggest that low and
erratic winter precipitation is most
important among the reasons behind
decreasing production. “Yes, around
10-15 streams in our village are
dried up;” shared a participant of
FGD, in Khati, Bageshwar. Similarly,
one participant of FGD in Kharakiya,
Bageshwar, said; “….this is high time
(November) we are waiting for it but
there is no rain. You can see
everywhere
there
is
a
situation
similar to drought….this is happening
for last 4-5 years.” It is an
important fact to note here that
Photo 7- Field researchers conducting IDI at
agriculture in hilly is mostly rain- Ghattabagad, Bageshwar
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fed. Winter precipitation play important role in recharging the ground
water and accumulate snow at higher altitudes. Discussion regarding low
winter precipitation has already covered in previous section, however
One example of, how community members attributed lower productivity
Apple with it would be worth to be mentioned here again. One apple
producer in Mukhwa, Uttarkashi reasoned; “for many years we are
experiencing less snowfall during December and this is hampering our
apple in various ways. Snow kills pests, which infest the plants.
Similarly, less snow causes low level of soil moisture.” Similar
responses were also shared from Jhala, Markonda and Bagori villages of
Uttarkashi. Many experts, contacted during field visits, had also
expressed similar opinions.

Shifting timing and high intensity of monsoonal rainfall:
Shift in monsoonal rainfall has been viewed as among the key reasons
behind decreasing production of agriculture. “Rainfall is not happening
on time, sometimes it comes earlier and sometimes it is delayed;”
reported a participant of FGD in Kharakiya, Bageshwar. One participant
of FGD at Agora, shared; “for few years, we are experiencing rains,
earlier than its original time.” Similar responses were also shared
from many other places across three districts. Another aspect related
to monsoonal rainfall which was mentioned as the key damaging factor
for agricultural productivity, was its high intensity. For few years,
many villages across the three districts experiences extreme
Physical events caused due to very intense rainfall. Damages to
agricultural land were reported, as the most common impact of such
events. Reportedly, a sizable part of
alluvial agricultural land was washed
out due to extreme events of 2010,
2012 and 2013, instigated by high
monsoonal rainfall. One farmer of
Quiri,
Pithoragarh
blamed
the
rainfall for washing away the fertile
topsoil of his land in following
words; “for last four to five years
we
witness
sharp
decrease
in
agricultural production. We work hard
in farms but production remains at
low end. Earlier our production was Photo 8- A view of massive landslide, Sobla, Pithoragarh
very good but now it is nothing.
When the fertility of our land has been washed away then how can
productivity would be improved.”
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Intrusion of weeds: Information gathered during field visits suggests
that climate change is also affecting agricultural productions by
various indirect means. Although changes in the species of weeds have
been reported, however, community members could not link it with
climate change. It was reported from many places that new and more
compelling species of weeds have taken place of old species. Majority
of the participants confirms this
spread of new species of weeds. A
participant
of
FGD
in
Barsu,
Uttarkashi, responded, “Yes, they are
visible. Although, old weeds are not
visible, however, new species are
intruding in our fields. We call it
„videshighas (foreigner grass). This
is happening in abundance, now a day.
Initially it intruded in kidney bean
crops and not it has infested potato.
Our soil has changed a lot, due to
this
grass.”
Participants
from
Pithoragarh and Bageshwar named the Photo 9- Women cultivators participating in FGD, Jimia,
Pithoragarh
new intruder, which according to
them are being seen for last 6-7
years. One farmer in Senar, Pithoragarh, informed, “We call it Vulmara
weed, it was not existed earlier, but for last 6-7 year it has spread a
lot. We also call it „panighas‟ (water grass). Cactus was found here in
abundance; however, they are less visible now for last 2-3 year. Many
farmers reported that use of chemicals for destruction of weeds has
brought very negative impact on agricultural production as people avoid
manual labor. One participant of FGD in Barsu, Uttarkashi said, “Ever
since we started using chemicals to kill weeds (especially in kidney
beans crop) we are experiencing a great downfall in our production.
Earlier people used to clear the weeds, manually, and this was very
useful in good production. Now people depend more on chemicals instead
of manual labor.”
Extreme events and transportation to markets:
Another aspect of high intensity rainfall was related to damages caused
to roads and transportation system. Such
damages create emergency conditions for
local community members and impacting
agriculture due to creating barriers in
marketing
and
transportation
of
products.
It was reported from almost
everywhere
(most
importantly
from
Uttarkashi) that road blockages caused
immense damages to marketing of potatoes
and
apples.
Photo 10- A view of climate led landslide at Tejam,
Pithoragarh
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Damages by animals: one of the most frequently reported issues was
damages of crop caused by animals, i.e. monkeys, wild hogs and bears.
This issue was emerged as the most serious problem being faced by
farmers
in
hilly
region.
State
and
district level officials were also agreed
that this was the most pressing issue
before local community. One block official
of
animal
husbandry
department
at
Bhatwari, Uttarkashi said, “It is not
possible to count them, however, a large
number of wild hogs, monkeys and Langurs
(Semnopithecus) are here and there causing
troubles. Earlier, their population was
just 2 percent of what is today. Zoo
people have brought them here from other Photo 11- A Langur near a farmland, Karmi,
areas. Local wild monkeys are still in Bageshwar, district
jungles. Many of them are also coming into
residential areas due to deforestation.”

3.5. Impact on forest: Forest cover area in the state is 34651 Sq. Km
(around 65% of total area) according to records; however, satellite
data of 2008 calculated 24496 Sq. Km. (Around 46% of the total area)
for the same. Major portion of this area (71.1%) comes under Reserved
Forests, followed by Protected Forests (28.5%) and Unclassed Forests
(0.4%). Apart from this, majority of villages has their own smaller
patches of forest, which are managed by local communities through Van
Panchayats. Gap between recorded and actual forest cover simply
indicates towards intensive and rapid deforestation in the state. Mr.
Tarun Joshi, state coordinator of Japanese assistance project,
Uttarakhand, remarked; “it is very difficult to assess to what extent
the climate change has impacted the forests however, it has been
established that we have lost a huge
portion it. I think there is a great
need of systematic research, in this
regard. While this area is the first
in the country where modern forest
management
practices
were
applied
since
the
time
of
British
rule.
However, this is also true that there
have been some gaps in our management.
Now, we are focusing more on community
based
participatory
forest
management.”
Whereas
majority
of
responses suggests that there has been Photo 12- A view of remaining forest area Uttarkashi,
a huge loss of forest during recent district
times,
however,
local
communities‟
could not link this with the climate change.
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It was reported by most of the participants in all the three districts
that forest cover is rapidly decreasing with time. However, majority of
the participants linked this decrease with human activities and
increase in population rather than climate change. One members of
community in Karmi village, Bageshwar shared; “yes, there is around 50%
decrease in the forest cover. First this is that number of houses
increased in our village…secondly people are cutting more and more
trees for timber and fuel.” One farmer in Papdi village of Pithoragarh
said, “Jungle is increased in agricultural land, however, it is greatly
reduced in forest area. People cut and store timbers in order to sell
in market.” Similarly, one participant of FGD in Kharakiya village of
the same district said; “forest are reduced in comparison to past, as
population has increased.” However, one farmer of the same village
attributed the reduction in numbers of trees to damages caused by
goats; “it (forest) is reduced in comparison to past due to the reason
that increased number of goats and cows damage the trees in such a way
that there is very little regeneration.” Similar responses were also
recorded in most of the villages of Uttarkashi. Many participants
across all the three districts reported that various important tree
species,e.g.
Deodar
(CedrusDeodara),
Uttis
(Alder),
Khirni
(Manikarahexandra), Bamboo, Thuner (TaxusBaccata), etc., were either
decreasing or have disappeared from local forests. One participant of
FGD in Khati, Bageshwar describes the situation in following words;
“trees are grossly reduced in number. Deodar, Uttis, Khirnia, Bans,
Thuner are now not growing here now they can be found at greater
altitudes.”

3.6. Impact on flora: Stat forest contains rich floral diversity.
Important tree species are distributed across different latitudinal
zones, i.e., Sub-Himalayan, Lesser Himalayan and Great Himalayan.
Prominent trees of Sub-Hilayan zone include Sal (Shorearobusta), khair
(Acacia catechu), and sheesham (Dalbergiasissoo). Most important tree
species at lower altitude of Lesser Himalayan zone is chir pine
(Pinusroxburghii),
the
dry
slopes
are
the
habitat
of
oak
(Quercusleucotricophora) and rhododendron (Rhododendron arboreum),
while alders (Alnusnepalensis) are found on moist slopes. It was
reported from many villages that these species are on decline. One
community member in Sama village of Bageshwar shared; “Cheer is
reduced, Akhrot (walnut)Panger are lost, even there is no Ringal (dwarf
bamboo) in the Jungle and there would be nothing there is this Hinsalu
is lost.” Cedars or deodars (Cedrusdeodara), other oak varieties and
blue pine or kail(Pinuswallichiana) are found at higher altitudes in
the same latitudinal zone. Most of these species are declining in
prominence. Similarly, Firs (Abies), bhojpatra or birch (Betulautilis),
stunted
rhododendron
(Rhododendron
companulatum)
and
junipers
(Juniperus) are the prominent species at Great Himalayan zone from
where alpine meadows start. Alpine meadows, which start from around
3000 m., are homes of valuable herbs and flower species. It was
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reported at many villages, e.g., Barsu, Agora,(Uttarkashi), that floral
wealth of alpine meadows are also at decline.
Although many reports on impact of climate change on flora give
extensive
evidences
of
change,
however,
community
members
could
provide
scanty
details,
in
this
regard.
Few
participants
pointed
toward various types of impacts of
climate change on local flora. An
important observation was related to
impact on the flowering in „Burans‟
(Rhododendron
arboreum).
One
participant
of
FGD
in
Khati,
Bageshwar, shared; “yes, flowering in
burans is taking place earlier as the
actual time is April but now it is Photo 13-A view of decreasing forest, Bageshwar
happening in February and March. This
is happening for last five to six years. However, there is no change in
its color. Here the color is red.” Community member at many places
reported significant decrease in Ringal (Dwarf Bamboo) in forests. One
community member at Quiri, Pithoragarh informed; “now there are no
Ringals in jungle….another important thing which is disappearing in
jungle is a specific kind of grass.” It was also reported by few
participants that many fruit species of lower altitude are now
flourishing at comparatively higher places. One participant of FGD at
Kharakiya, Bageshwar informed; “one is banana and other is mausammi
(Green
Orange),
these
two
species
are
being
cultivated
here
successfully. You know, growth and flowering in banana is not possible
above 1700 m, but now it is happening here.”
3.7. Impact on Fauna: Hindu-Himalaya is well acclaimed for the richest
biological diversity in the world. Biodiversity of Uttarakhand play
significant role in this regard. Almost one-fifth (75) of total Indian
mammalian species is found in the rich forests. Besides this, the state
forests have about 650 birds‟ and 60 species of amphibians and
reptiles. However, rising population, encroachment in forestlands,
unsustainable
development
activities,
and
climate
change
have
threatened the existence of most of these prized faunal species.
Alarmingly, almost half of these are now under threatened category and
many of these species, including; snow leopard, musk deer, Asiatic
black bear and the cheer pheasant are listed as endangered or
vulnerable in IUCN‟s Red List. Habitats of tigers and elephants are
also severely threatened. Realizing the need of conservation and
protection of biodiversity a vast geographical area of the state
(13.7%) has been put under the protected area with six National Parks,
six Wildlife Sanctuaries, one Biosphere Reserve and two Conservation
Reserves.
be

Species with habitats in limited climate range are more likely to
disappeared with increasing intensity of forest fire, snowmelt,
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deforestation and destructions. Mr. Tarun Josi, State of coordinator,
Japan
Assistance project of state forest department remarked; “impact of
climate change on forest and biodiversity is likely to be felt in near
future, however we are more concerned about the politicization of
development work. Everyone demands for motorable roads. It would be
difficult to say whether the impact of these demands would be more
disastrous or that of climate change.” Similarly, Dr. Kamal Singh
Mehrotra, Director, State agriculture department said, “Sometimes I
feel the entire concept of climate change is a myth….you are disturbing
the fragile ecosystems with blind developmental work and overload of
tourists…I think a major part of climate change is taking place due to
these activities.” It has been projected in many assessments that
climate change will put additional pressure on species ecosystems.
There are convincing reports that impact of climate change is now more
visible, especially at higher Himalayan forest and glacial ecosystems.
Observations of community members contacted during this research have
reinforced these findings.
Mammalian
species:
It
seems
that community members do not see
the reduction in mammalian species
as an impact of climate change.
However, majority of them was of
the opinion that many mammals and
other
animals
are
reduced
in
number, as they are less visible in
forests. Tiger, leopard, musk deer
and black bear are less visible in
forests; however, there are few
testimonies of increase in their
presence
near
habitations.
Visibility of bear and leopard near Photo 14- Field researcher conducting KII, Sobla,
human settlements is reported from Pithoragarh
most of the villages. One of the
participant of Gajoli village, Uttarkashi shared‟ “earlier there was
plenty of musk dear in our forests, but nowit‟s not visible.” Similar
responses regarding this species also came from many villages. One
participant of Jimia, Pithoragarh, reported; “must deer are now very
rarely seen in jungle.” However, all the villagers attributed this
decrease to poaching rather than to the impact of climate change. One
community member in Papdivillge of Pithoragarh shared; “yes Barahsinga
(Swamp
deerCervusduvauceli) and Bharad (a species of deer) are decreasing due
to extensive hunting. Around 500 kg of meet can be got from single
animal. Their bones are also good, especially for women giving birth to
a baby.” One the other hand increase in many wild animals is also
reported from some places. It was frequently reported that wild hogs
are increased in number.
Birds: most of the responses from villages in Uttarkashi and
Pithoragh point towards a sharp decrease in overall population of
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birds. Absence of few species is intensively felt by local communities
in all three district, except from Pinder Valley in Bageshwar. Gidh
(Vulture-Gipsindicus),
Garuda
(LeptoptilosDubius),
Baz
(Falcon)
Cheel(Pariah kite-MilvusMigrans), Monal (lophophorusimpejanus), crow
and Gauraiya (Lark) are among such species which are either decreasing
or not visible for some times. One villager in Barsu, Uttarkashi
reported; “bodes of dead animal rots in our village, as vulture and
garuda are disappeared.” Similarly, a participant of FGD in the same
village said, “there is a huge decrease in the number of Giddha
(Vulture. Earlier, they were visible in large groups when any cow died
in our village; however, they are almost disappeared.” Likewise, one
community member of Sama village, Bageshwar shared; “garudas are
extinct, earlier they come to eat dead bodies of animals but now they
are
not
visible.
Similarly,
batakh
(ducks),
hans
(swan)
and
cheel(Pariha kite) all are extinct now.” Interestingly, the same person
linked the extinction of these birds with human activities; “people
started poisoning the dead bodies of animals in jungle in order to kill
big cats (leopards and tigers) assuming that they might have killed
them. And when these birds came to eat these bodies they died.”
Strangely, many community members in village of Pinder valley
denied any such decrease in the population of animals or birds, except
in Garuda. A participant of FGD in Khati village responded to a
question; “population of birds has increased, crow, sintola, khidoli,
dekuda, hanganya, baans, baangchaudi and gindoda, all in increasing in
numbers…..where decrease is? Population of birds has increased, monals
are increased.” Nevertheless, many participant described the decreases
and increased in various bird species. One such response was recorded
during FGD in Senar, Pithoragarh when on participant shared, “gyars are
increased, crows are increased, ghugunties are decreased, sintolas are
decreased, earlier they came in huge numbers, however, now they are
less visible. When there is rain or snowfall then one or two
sintolascan be seen sitting on electricity pole and wires.
Overall analysis of responses from local community suggests that
various species of birds are responding differently against the impact
of climate change, based on the state of local environment. Climate and
environmental state of Pindervally (Bageshwar) and Johar valley
(Pithoragarh) have not been degraded to the extent that population of
crows and many other birds could register visible decrease, as happened
in Uttarkashi. However, it can be said that vultures, garuda and monals
are decreased in number in all three districts.
Insects: although it was reported from many villages that
infestation of mosquitoes are taking place in many villages. Earlier
there were no sign of mosquitoes in the same area, due to low
temperature. Similarly, many farmers reported increase in pests‟
infestation on crops. However, most interesting observation was
regarding decrease in the population of honeybees. One community member
from Kharakiya, Bageshwar shared; “(honey bees) have reduced in number,
earlier people used to practice bee keeping however now, their number
is highly reduced. People say that bees do not survive the cycle and
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they die.” Few people attributed the decreasing population of honeybee
to the increase in the number of red hornets, which kill them. Similar
responses are shared from few other villages in Uttarkashi and
Pithoragarh. A participant of focus group discussion in Barsu,
Uttarkashi said, “Honeybees are being reduced due to extreme cold
during winters. Earlier, many people used to practice beekeeping,
however, now just 2-3 persons are doing the same.” It was reported from
many places that temperature goes down due to continuous rainfall and
it kills honeybees. A participant of discussion in Senar village,
Pithoragarh
shared,
“we
are
experiencing
heavy
rainfall
and
consequently temperature goes down. Honeybees do not survive in cold
temperature and die. They flourish during summers, however, now a day
they all honeybees have gone to a warm place situated outside (from
valley).”
It was noted few people linked the death of honeybees with
decreasing temperature during rains, however, most of them did not
attributed it with climate change as they did in the context of
agriculture.
3.8. Impact on demography and women: Many reports expressed concerns
over outmigration, especially the
male population, from the hilly
districts
of
the
state.
This
process has been grossly increased
after statehood. Negative effect of
climate
change
on
agricultural
production has been an important
factor,
which
instigated
this
process. A farmer in Kharakiya,
Baheshwar, said, “Earlier we had
very good production of potatoes,
Amaranth, but now it is way down.
We put maximum efforts and labor,
there are perfect flowering in the Photo 15- Women involved in clearing way to village,
crops but there are no production, Uttarkashi, district
nothing is happening here. This is
the reason we have left our agricultural land uncultivated.” This
situation has grossly demoralized cultivators and forced them to
explore other means of livelihood. One member of the FGD conducted in
the same village put it in following words, “Yes, people have left
their main agricultural land uncultivated because there is not
production at all. People have lost their interests due to this
decrease and cultivation has been halted in our village.” Majority of
the villagers across the three districts shared similar experiences and
justified outmigration as the only mean of feeding their families.
Census data of 2011 reinforced this unusual pattern of outmigration
and for the fires time in the history Almora and Pauri, two main hilly
districts, have registered negative growth rate. According to an
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estimate, over forty percent of the total population of the state lives
in outside of state and country. When we see this percentage in context
of nine hilly districts (88% of total area) then a very we find a very
threating picture of mass exodus. This phenomenon has brought a huge
internal demographic and economic shift towards southern Bhabar, Dun
and Tarai regions, which constitute just 12% of total area.
Furthermore, major constitutes of out migrating population is young
males. This means majority of people left in hilly district are either
females, or old age people or children.
These demographic shifts have transformed the nature and forms of
cultivation in mountain areas. Agriculture and allied sector in hilly
districts has been grossly feminized due to lack of young males in
population. Females have to bear additional burden apart from other
households‟ activities. One study (Ravi Chopra, D. Ghosh: 2000) shows
that a typical woman in a family works for at least 12 hours a day out
of which 3.5 hours spent on gathering fuel & fodder and fetching water,
4.75 hours on daily household tasks and remaining 3.5 hours on
livelihood related tasks including cultivation. However, enhanced pace
of outmigration has further increased the pressure on women. One female
participant of FGD in Bhelatiperi, said, “We, women have to do
everything from household activities, to fetching water, collecting
fodder, and cultivation. Everything here depends upon women.” Climate
change and its impact on agricultural and depletion of traditional
livelihood of mountainous communities are the major factors responsible
for outmigration and enhanced pressure on women.
3.9. Impact on tourism: Although, there is no detailed climate
vulnerability and risk analysis, especially regarding climate impact on
tourism, have been conducted in Uttarakhand, however, it is clear that
most of these destinations are sensitive
projected
changes.
Climate
plays
important role in defining the length and
profitability
of
tourism,
which
contributes in around 30% of state GDP,
as most of the tourists destinations are
closely
linked
with
the
natural
environment. Many important nature based
tourist destinations are situated in
three
districts
covered
under
this
research. Dodital lake, Gomukh glacier,
Satopant peak, and
various meadows in
Uttarkashi, Pindari and Kafni glaciers in
Bageshwar,
and
Panchachuli
and
AdiKailash peaks, Milam glacier,
and
Photo 16- A view of damaged road to famous tourist
spot. Dodital, district (Uttarkashi)
towns like Munsyari, Dharchula, and
Didihat in Pithoragarh are some of the
places which attract tourists in huge numbers. Most of these
environment
resources
are
susceptible
to
climate
change
and
variability.
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Furthermore, climate induced physical events have been witnessed in
state for few years. Noticeably, frequency and intensities of these
events are increasing with time. While, such events form a
physiological factor, destruction to road and infrastructure creates
physical barriers to tourism industry and livelihood of people linked
with it. A participant of FGD conducted in Agora village (badly
affected by Assiganga flood in 2012) in Uttarkashi shared his
experiences in following words; “Our village lies in the route to
Dodital, however, tourism in our village is finished, in reality, for
last 2 years. (Earlier) Some people had shops,
now the impact is
clear. We have around 140 families in the village out of which just 5
percent are depended on jobs/services, rests are based on farming which
has turned useless due to slides. Fortunately, our children were
involved into tourism. And now that too is finished.”
Similarly, local communities in many areas of Uttarakhand are based on
religious
tourism,
i.e.,
Chardhan
Yatra, Kailash-Mansarovar Yatra, as
their major livelihood source. However,
changes
in
seasonal
precipitation
pattern
have
disrupted
these
holy
yatras for last 3-4 years. Catastrophic
events of June 2013 are the culmination
of
such
changes,
which
instigated
numerous
deadly
events
across
the
state. One person of Mukhwa village in
Uttarkashi described the impact of such
events on Gangotri based tourism and
associated families; “Our employment
has
been
heavily
suffered.
Our
livelihood is entirely depended on
tourism. However, tourists are not Photo 17- A view of tourist less Gangotri Dham during
coming here.
It is almost 2 years peak season, Uttarkashi
since disaster, however, its impact are
still visible.
Pilgrims are not coming and this is the main impact. We are the
priests of Gangotri and our livelihood is based on Mother Ganga.”
Although, it is difficult to relate these incidences solely to the
impact of climate change, however, evidence based projections shows
that such events might take place more frequently in the state.
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3.10. Impact on health, sanitation and water:
Although, it is not possible to estimate, due to inappropriate health
surveillance data, that at what extent climate change affected the
health of local population, however, a comprehensive understanding of
evidence based projections show that
it could create favorable conditions
for disease vectors, especially in
hilly reasons. Most importantly, as
we have already seen during June
2013, climate induced extreme events
such as forest fire, avalanches,
heavy
snowfall,
landslides,
fashfloods,
GLOFs,
and
breached
landslide-dam flood can cause higher
morbidity and mortality in future.
Furthermore, changes in temperature
regime
and
variability
in
precipitation are projected to cause
expansion in allergies as well as
rodent
and
insect
based
disease
vectors. Similarly, these changes Photo 18- Damaged water sources, Pithoragarh, district
could
instigate
the
outbreak
of
diarrheal disease, as the availability of safe drinking water to local
communities would be severely affected, especially during summers and
rainy seasons. Scarcity of water could cause high prevalence of
infections and disease due to inappropriate sanitation practices.
However, one of the most threatening impact of climate change could be
seen on mountain agriculture and consequently, a scenario of food
crisis and malnutrition could emerge at local levels. It has already
been noticed that decline in agriculture as the major sources of
livelihood to mountain communities have
led a huge outmigration leading to a
sea change in the nature of mountain
demography. Therefore, geriatric care,
childcare and women health related
issues are going to be at the top of
agenda for state health mangers and
experts
in
coming
years.
Lastly,
depleting
natural
resources
and
shrinking
livelihoods,
shift
in
demography and mental shocks generated
by extreme evens, could pose difficult
challenge psychological disorders in
large segment of local population.
Findings of this research show that a
large section of society is already
living in such stress.
Photo 19- a field researcher conducting IDI, Pithoragarh
district

Change
in
the
pattern
of
precipitation and ambient temperature is more likely to cause expansion
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of insects and rodent borne diseases. Fluctuations in climatic
conditions (temperature and precipitation), availability of water, and
increase in host populations may change the range of vectors with
increase in their distribution and abundance in new areas. Many local
residents reported that populations of pests and insects are on rise
for few years. Many projections (Martens et al. 1999; Rogers et al.
2000; Tanser et al. 2003; van Lieshout et al. 2004; Ebi et al. 2005)
have signaled towards a possible spread of malaria at the edges of
current geographical distribution where low temperature affects their
transmission. Similarly, prevalence of tick-born encephalitis is also
projected to be intensified. Furthermore, changes in temperature and
precipitation pattern could also alter the rate at which these
pathogens would replicate within the vectors.
Morbidity and mortality caused by climate induced extreme events are
projected to be a serious challenge in future especially in
Uttarakhand, which is among the most disaster prone areas of the world.
Catastrophic events during 2010, 2012 and 2013 are sufficient to show
the gravity of this challenge. According to an estimate, around 6000
people were died and 4463 were seriously injured due to various
disastrous events in June 2013. Damages to road transportation detached
a big chunk of local population and kept them of out of coverage area
of health services for months. Although, it was reported that,
government agencies were proactive in respect of pregnant women and
airlifted many of them for institutional deliveries, however, such
measures are not feasible and sustainable.
In hilly areas, variability, quantity and timing of runoff from
snowmelt can directly or indirectly, affect the prevalence of waterbased diseases, especially diarrhea,
which is one of the major cause of
morbidity and mortality, across the
world. According to WHO figures, (WHR
2003) 1767000 people died, worldwide,
in 2002 due to diarrhea. Similarly,
61095000 Disability Adjusted Life Years
were lost due to this during same year.
Climate change could affect natural
water
sources
in
Uttarakhand,
especially during summers and during
extreme events. Outbreak of diarrhea Photo 20- Where Diarrhea spread after disaster of
June 2013
was reported from many places during
June 2013 disaster as local community
was forced to drink polluted water during trans-impact period. One
member of female group at Ghattabagar, Pithoragarh, a severely damaged
village, described the impact, “We received a lot of support from
government. Level of arrangements here was more than what we had
thought. One medical camp established here and remained functional for
6 months. Actually, people here had suffered seriously by loose motion.
I cannot say what the reason behind this was. Many people got ill.
Doctors from SSB and army frequently visited here. Actually people
started
getting
ill
after
5-6
days
since
the
disaster.
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Chapter 4: Conclusion
Evidence based projections suggest that climate change has not been
restricted to academic papers and agendas of environmental agencies.
Experiences of community members indicate towards emergence of a
threatening scenario at ground level, encompassing each aspect of local
ecosystems. Natural resources are depleting with the change in climate
variables and seasonal pattern. Glaciers are retreating, deforestation
has been increased, forests are losing its quality and many species of
flora and fauna are pushed towards the verge of extinction. These
changes have brought disruption in social and economic life of local
communities and enhanced their vulnerabilities against the climate
change and extreme events. A link between the impacts of climate change
and recent occurrence of extreme events is highly possible. Tourism
industry has registered a record low in inflow of visitors of all
types, during last one year. A shift in precipitation pattern is
reported, which is affecting agricultural productivity, forcing more
and more community members for outmigration and increasing pressure on
women.
Testimonies of local community members reinforced the fact that
Himalayan area is getting warmer. Many of them suggested a clear link
between warming and glacial retreat. Similarly, majority of the
participants pointed towards a shift in precipitation pattern,
especially during winters, as the major factor hampering the
productivity of crops and fruits. Infestation of pests and insects was
reported from some places with a clear suggestion of an impact of
warming climate. Although, community members could not link many
threating issues with climate change, however, they were quite certain
about a drastic shift from past. Most of them attributed rising
population with deforestation and developmental activities with
incidences of hazards.
Although, community members may not have been exposed to the
concept of climate change, however, various forms of impact they
witnessed and testified are visible evidences of the same. Furthermore,
the secondary impact of these changes is more critical in nature, as it
decreases the resilience of local communities and ecosystems with
increasing vulnerabilities at various levels. It can be established
that climate change has started showing its impact and the direction of
these change is taking this area towards a possible turmoil in near
future. It is high time for policy formulators, political leadership
and administrators to put climate change at the center stage of
development strategies. It is also crucial time to choose between
people less dead Himalayas and sustained mountain ecosystem with
thriving culture.
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5. Appendix- I- Tool

funsfZ ’kdk

‘kks/k dk ‘kh”kZd%
**mRrjk[k.M ds rhu ftyksa esa LFkkuh; leqnk; ds vfFkZd ,oa lkekftd thou ij rFkk ouLifr;ksa ,oa tUrqvksa ij tyok;q
ifjorZu dk vkdayu**

vkIknk U;wuhdj.k ,oa izcU/ku dsUnz]
mRrjk[k.M ‘kklu]
nsgjknwu

MsoyiesUV bulkbV~l QkWj lLVsuscy ,D’ku
nsgjknwu] mRrjk[k.M
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(DISA),

‘kks/k esa Hkkxhnkjh ds fy;s ekSf[kd lgefr
¼lgefr ysus ls iwoZ ‘kks/kdrkZ fuEu dks i<+ ds lgefrnkrk dks lquk,a½
‘kks/k dk ‘kh”kZd% **mRrjk[k.M ds rhu ftyksa esa LFkkuh; leqnk; ds vfFkZd ,oa lkekftd thou ij rFkk ouLifr;ksa ,oa
tUrqvksa ij tyok;q ifjorZu dk vkdayu**
v/;;u dk mn~ns’;
 ge vkils Mh- ,e- ,e- lh-] mRrjk[k.M ‘kklu] nsgjknwu ds lg;ksx ls MsoyiesUV bulkbV~l lLVsuscy ,D’ku
}kjk tyok;q ifjorZu ds izHkko ls lEcfU/kr ‘kks/k esa lg;ksx ,oa Hkkxhnkjh dk vkxzg djrs gSA


bl Hkkxhnkjh ds vUrZxr ,d izf’kf{kr ‘kks/kdrkZ }kjk LFkkuh; leqnk; ds lnL;ksa ds lkFk lk{kkRdkj dk vk;kstu
fd;k tk;sxk ftlesa tyok;q ifjorZu ds izHkko ls lEcfU/kr ‘kks/k ij ppkZ djds tkudkjh izkIr dh tk;sxhA

v/;;u esa vkidh Hkwfedk


mDr v/;;u ds lUnHkZ esa gekjs lg;ksxh ‘kks/kdrkZ vyx&vyx me]z fyax ,oa lkekftd&vfFkZd lewgksa ds lnL;ksa
ls ‘kks/k esa Hkkx ysus dk vkxzg djsaxaAs ;fn vki bl ‘kks/k esa viuh egRoiw.kZ Hkkxhnkjh ds fy;s lger gksrs gS rks
vkils fuosnu gS fd viuk 30 ls 40 feuV dk le; lk{kkRdkj ds fy;s nsus dh d`ik dhft,aA



vkids lkFk lk{kkRdkj dh frfFk ,oa le; dh lwpuk vkidks igys ns nh tk;sxhA bl lk{kkRdkj esa vkidh
Hkkxhnkjh LoSf{kd gS vr% fdlh iz’u dk tokc nsuk ;k uk nsuk iw.kZr% vkidh bPNk ij fuHkZj djsx kA blds
vykok vxj vki pkgs rks lk{kkRdkj fdlh Hkh oDr lekIr djus dk vkxzg dj ldrs gSA

Xkksiuh;rk


‘kks/k dh vko’;drkvksa ,oa fo’ys”k.k ds fy;s mDr lk{kkRdkj dh vkWfM;ks fjdkfMZx dh tk;sxhA ‘kks/k ds mijkUr
vkWfM;ksa Qkby Uk”V dj fn;k tk;sxk ,oa vkidk uke ;k vkils lEcfU/kr vkSj dksbZ tkudkjh fcuk vkidh
lgefr ls dgha Hkh izdkf’kr ugh dh tk;sxhA

‘kks/k esa vkidh Hkkxhnkjh ls LkEcfU/kr lEHkkfor vU; ckrsa


;g lEHko gS fd ppkZ ds nkSjku ‘kks/kdrkZ vkils dqN ,sls iz’u iwNs ftlls fiNyh ?kVukvksa ,oa vkidh Hkkoukvksa
dk lEcU/k gks vr% gesa mEehn gS fd vki ekufld :i ls lk{kkRdkj ds fy;s rS;kj gksxa asA

;g izekf.kr fd;k tkrk gS fd lgefr iznku djus okys Hkkxhnkjksa dks ‘kks/k dh izd`fr] mn~ns’; ,oa blesa mudh Hkkxhnkjh
ls lEcfU/kr vU; vko’;d ckrsa i<+ ds lqukbZ xbZ gS ,oa le>k;k x;k gSA
Lkgefr izkIr djus okys ‘kks/kdrkZ ds gLrk{kj
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LFkku

fnukad

‘kks/k dk ‘kh”kZd% **mRrjk[k.M ds rhu ftyksa esa LFkkuh; leqnk; ds vfFkZd ,oa lkekftd thou ij rFkk ouLifr;ksa ,oa
tUrqvksa ij tyok;q ifjorZu dk vkdayu**

Lkewg ppkZ ¼GD½ funsZf’kdk
‘kks/kdrkZ dk uke% ________________________________
lk{kkRdkj@ppkZ dh frfFk% ___________________________________
lk{kkRdkj@ppkZ dk LFkku% ___________________________________________
lk{kkRdkj@ppkZ dk le; __________________________________
‘kks/kdrkZ ds fooj.k ,oa fopkj ¼xkao] leqnk; ,oa Hkkxhnkj ls lEcfU/kr dksbZ vko’;d tkudkjh½

Lkewg dk fof’k”V ladsr ¼dksM½

Xkako dk uke%

CykWd ,oa ftyk%

lkekftd lewg%

fyax lewg%
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vk;q lewg%



Hkkxhnkjksa dh la[;k%

D;k vkidks yxrk gS fd ekSle esa ifjorZu gks jgk gS\ (follow up: ;fn gkW rks fdl izdkj ls\ Leads: rkieku
dk c<+uk] ckfj’k dk dk de ;k vf/kd gksuk] vknzrk dk gksuk] cQZ dk fi?kyuk] B.M dk vf/kd gksuk bR;kfn)
(use timeline and seasonality map)










D;k vkidks ,slk eglwl gksrk gS fd igys dh rqyuk esa J`rq pdz esa ifjorZu gks jgk gS ;fn gkW rks fdu&fdu
J`rqvksa esa\ (Probe: igys xehZ] B.M] ,oa cjlkr fdl eghus esa ‘kq: gksrs Fks vkSj dc rd jgrs Fks vkSj vc dc
‘kq: gksrs gS vkSj dc rd jgrs gS\) (use timeline and seasonality map)
D;k vkius vius {ks= esa o”kkZ J`rq esa dksbZ cnyko eglwl fd;k\ ¼o”kkZ dk nsjh ls gksuk@tYnh gksuk] ckj&ckj
gksuk] ;k cgqr de gksuk] Hkkjh cjlkr ;k gYdh cwankckanh gksuk½ ;fn gkW rks blls vkids jkstejkZ ds thou ij
D;k izHkko iM+k\ (use timeline and seasonality map)
D;k vkidks ,slk yxrk gS fd vkids {ks= esa ekSle ds bu cnykoksa ds fy;s ekuo xfrfof/k;ksa ftEesnkj gS \ ¼
Probe: txayksa dk dVku] MSe cukuk] lM+dksa ds fuekZ.k ds fy;s CykLVksa dk fd;k tkuk] vU; fuekZ.k dk;Z]
bR;kfn½ ;fn gkW rks os dkSu&dkSu lh ekuoh; xfrfof/k;kW gS\ ;fn ugh rks ;g ,d izkd`frd cnyko@;k tks
ifjorZu gks jgs gS oks vius vki gks jgs gS\ (use timeline and seasonality map)
D;k vR;f/kd ,oa de ckfj’k ds nq”izHkkoksa dks de djus ds fy;s vkids leqnk; }kjk ikjEikfjd :Ik ls dqN
fof’k”V mik; fd;s tkrs Fks\ ;fn gkW rks D;k ;g rjhds vkt Hkh bLrseky esa yk;s tk jgs gS\
D;k vkius vius {ks= esa xehZ ds ekSle esa igys dh rqyuk esa] ekSle ls lEcfU/kr dksbZ vlkekU; ?kVuk eglwl dh
gS\ ¼ Probe: ck<+ dk vkuk] vksyko`f”V gksuk] lw[kk i<+uk] txay esa vkx yxuk] bR;kfn½ ;fn gkW rks blls vkids
jkstejkZ ds thou ij D;k izHkko iM+k\ vkSj mlls cpus ds fy;s vki D;k dqN dj jgs gS\ (use timeline and
seasonality map)












D;k vkius vius {ks= esa B.M ds ekSle esa igys dh rqyuk es]a ekSle ls lEcfU/kr dksbZ vlkekU; ?kVuk eglwl dh
gS\ ¼ Probe: vR;f/kd B.M] vR;f/kd cQZckjh] bR;kfn½ ;fn gkW rks blls vkids jkstejkZ ds thou ij D;k izHkko
iM+k\ vkSj mlls cpus ds fy;s vki D;k dqN dj jgs gS\ (use timeline and seasonality map)
D;k vkius vius {ks= esa tkM+ksa esa gksus okyh fgeikr esa dksbZ cnyko eglwl fd;k gS\ igys vkSj vc esa D;k
ifjorZu gS ¼ Probe: cQZ dk fdruk QqV fxjuk] fVdk jguk½\ (use timeline and seasonality map)
vki ekSle esa bu cnykoksa dks fdrus lkyksa ls vuqHko dj jgs gS\ (use timeline)
D;k vki yksxksa us vklikl ds taxyksa esa dksbZ ifjorZu eglwl fd;k gS\ ¼ Probe: ou {ks= esa cnyko] ydM+h o
pkjs dh deh] iqjkus o`{kksa dk fxj tkuk ,oa u;s o`{kks dk uk mxuk½ vki bu ifjorZuksa ds fy;s fdls mRrjnk;h
le>rs gks\ (use timeline)
D;k vkidks yxrk gS fd ouLifr;ksa esa dksbZ LFkkuh; iztkfr de gks jgh gS] ;k dksbZ ubZ iztkfr vkbZ gS \ ;fn gkW
rks dkSu&dkSu ls gS\
D;k taxyh isM+&ikS/kksa ds Qyus&Qwyus vFkok taxyh Qyksa dh iSnkokj esa dksbZ vUrj vk;k gS\ ;fn gkW rks
dkSu&dkSu ls gS\ ¼ Probe: igys vkSj vc esa D;k cnyko vk;s vkSj fdu isM+&ikS/kksa es½ (use timeline)
D;k Qlyksa ds Qwyus ds le; esa dksbZ vUrj vk;k gS\ fdu Qlyksa esa ;g ifjorZu vk;k gS\
D;k vkidks yxrk gS fd fiNys dqN o”kksZa esa vkl&ikl ds taxyksa esa tkuojksa] dhV&iraxksa fd dqN iztkfr;kW de
;k T;knk fn[kkbZ nsus yxh gS\ ;fn gkW rks os dkSu&dkSu lh iztkfr;kW gS\ vkids vuqlkj bldk D;k dkj.k gksxk\
(use timeline)
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D;k dqN LFkkuh; thoksa dk LFkku nwljh iztkfr;kW ys jgh gS] ;fn gkW rks dkSu lh iztkfr dk LFkku dkSu lh
iztkfr ys jgh gS\ blls LFkkuh; okrkoj.k ij D;k izHkko iM+ jgk gS\ (use timeline)
D;k vkius LFkkuh;@ijoklh] fpfM+;ks@
a if{k;ksa vFkok e/kqefD[k;kW o frrfy;kW dh iztkfr dh la[;k esa dksbZ
ifjorZu eglwl fd;k gS\ ;fn gkW rks D;k dksbZ iztkfr de ;k c<+ jgh gS\ vkids vuqlkj bl ifjorZu ds D;k
dkj.k gksxa as\(s use timeline)
flpkab]Z Hkwfe laj{k.k ,oa Hkwfe dh moZjrk] cuk, j[kus ds fy;s ikjEifjd :Ik ls D;k dqN mik; fd;s tkrs gS\
D;k vkidks yxrk gS fd Hkwfe dh moZjrk esa deh vkbZ gS\ ;fn gkW rks D;k ;g deh ekSle esa ifjorZu ds dkj.k
vkbZ gS]



D;k dqN ,slh ikjEifjd Qlysa gS tks vc ugh mxkbZ tkrh gks\ blds ihNs dk D;k dkj.k gks
ldrk gS]
D;k dqN ubZ Qlysa gS tks LFkkuh; Qlyksa dh txg mxkbZ tk jgh gS]



D;k fdlh izdkj dh dksbZ ubZ [kj&irokj fn[kkbZ nsrh gS\ ;fn gkW d`I;k foLrkj ls crk,a\








vkids xkao esa is;ty ,ao flpkabZ ds fy;s ty dh miyC/krk esa dksbZ deh vkbZ gS\ ;fn gkW rks blds D;k
dkj.k gS ,oa bl deh dks iwjk djus ds fy;s vki D;k&D;k mik; djrs gS\
D;k vkidks yxrk gS fd orZeku ;k fudV Hkfo”; esa LFkkuh; yksxksa ds LFkkuh; vukt dk iz;ksx uk djus ls
iks”k.k dh deh gks jgh gS@;k gks ldrh gS\
D;k yksxksa esa ubZ chekfj;ksa ;k detksjh ds y{k.k ns[ks tk jgs gS ;fn gkW rks blds D;k dkj.k gks ldrs gS\
D;k vki bu chekfj;ksa ls cpus ds fy;s dksbZ LFkkuh; tM+h&cwVh dk bLrseky djrs gks] ;fn gkW rks dkSu lsh
chekjh ds fy;s dkSu lh tM+h&cwVh dk bLrseky djrs gks\
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